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Introductory remarks
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What are interdependencies, and 
Why do they matter?

� Interdependencies arise when the settlement flows, operational 
processes or risk management procedures of one system are 
related to those of other systems

� Interdependencies potentially can simultaneously:
• Improve the safety and efficiency of payment and settlement 

processes
• Allow financial disruptions to be passed more easily and 

more quickly across systems, their participants and related 
markets, accentuating their role in transmitting disruptions 
(Ferguson report)
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Forms of interdependencies

� Interdependencies arise from: 
• Direct relationships among systems
• Indirect relationships among systems due to the activities of 

financial institutions, 
• “Environmental” factors: the dependence of multiple systems 

on common third-parties, on common markets, etc 

� That reflect multiple activities and purposes:
• Clearing and settlement channels/arrangements
• Operational processes and facilities
• Risk management
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Extent of Interdependencies

� Interdependencies are particularly strong on a domestic basis

• Comprehensive web of clearing and settlement relationships among key 
domestic systems (CCP to CSD, CCP to LVPS, LVPS to CSD)

• Significant overlap in the participant base of domestic systems, leading to 
strong interdependencies of liquidity flows across systems

• To a lesser degree, some reliance on common service providers, and 
some risk-management links (cross-margining, common default 
definitions, etc)

� Focused interdependencies on a cross-border basis

• CLS-related relationships are well known

• Widespread reliance on SWIFT

• But, role of institution-based links currently less clear; may continue 
to grow in importance going forward
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Concluding remarks

Main messages of the CPSS report : 

“The interdependencies of payment and settlement systems”
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Implications for risks in systems

� Tightening interdependencies among systems have, on balance, reduced 
major risks in the global infrastructure:

• For instance, the spread of DVP and PVP mechanisms create direct
interdependencies among critical systems

• Yet they dramatically reduce key sources of credit, liquidity, and operational 
risks

� Nevertheless, tightening interdependencies pose new risks for the global 
infrastructure

• Interdependencies raise the potential for disruptions to spread quickly across 
many systems

• Interdependencies make the safety of the global infrastructure increasingly 
dependent on the quality and compatibility of the risk management procedures 
of a critical set of systems, participants, and service providers

� System operators, financial institutions, and service providers need to adapt 
their risk management objectives and tools to these risks
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Recommendations

� To understand and control the risks brought by 
interdependencies, system operators, financial institutions and 
service providers should:

• Regularly review the risks they bear from and pose to other 
entities as a result of interdependencies

• Regularly assess whether their risk management tools are 
proportionate to these risks

• Regularly review whether their crisis management 
arrangements allow effective coordination among 
interdependent entities
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Recommendations

� Strengthening liquidity and operational risk management are high
priorities:
� To strengthen liquidity risk management

• Globally active banks should, for example,
• Have robust intraday liquidity management 

procedures that allow prioritisation of key payments
• Include intraday issues within their stress testing and 

contingency funding frameworks
• Be prepared to meet key payments in the event of 

unexpected liquidity needs in several systems
• Systems should conduct stress tests and failure-to-settle 

simulations that assume widespread disruptions and 
multiple/simultaneous failures
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Recommendations

� Strengthening liquidity and operational risk management are high
priorities :
• To manage operational risk systems, financial institutions 

and service providers :
• should have business continuity arrangements that allow 

for the rapid recovery and resumption of critical activities
• alternative settlement channels 
• consistent implementation of business continuity 

arrangements, 
• sophisticated testing practices including interdependent 

parties on a national and cross-border basis
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Recommendations

� The interdependencies report recommends three potential steps 
for individual central banks:
• Understand how interdependencies can affect the systems 

they oversee

• Review whether their policies provide sufficient incentives for 
overseen entities to address interdependency-related risks

• Regularly review whether their cooperative efforts with other 
authorities address the coordination challenges of 
interdependencies 
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Recommendations

� The CPSS will continue to pursue the following three objectives :

• Identify the systems, institutions, and service providers most 
critical to the global payment system

• Review and, where necessary, adapt international standards 
with a focus on operational and liquidity risks

• Cooperate internationally towards consistent liquidity and 
operational risk management by globally important entities 
subject to different authorities


